President Taft and Secretary Meyer on Their
Inspection Visit to Super-Dreadnought Arkansas.

Just a few questions before clearing the campaign:
shall we, at the humblest of this country's prosperity, begin every
period in consideration of every government and trade for which has always
prevailed devastation?

The last call to arms

President Taft and Secretary Miller on Their
Inspection Visit to Super-Dreadnought Arkansas.

COSTITUTIONAL

AMENDMENTS.

A great deal of opposition has de-
veloped to the enumeration of constitutional amendments more especially
the fourteenth and the right of the accused.

THE LOGAN REPUBLICAN.

LOGAN, Cache Co., Utah, Tuesday November 11, 1913

TENTH YEAR

CONSTITUTIONAL

AMENDMENTS.

The proof of the value of Revolution is
the manifest return that they give to the
people.

CACE STAKE CONVENTION CONFERENCE BUSINESS
PROPERTY IS SOLD

Prominent Members of Church Give Discourse to Saints
Who Full Temporism to Overloung. President Joseph F.
Smith, Speaks at All Three Sections. Proper Training
of Children the keynote of Conference.

It was a day where state conventions give their attention. For instance, the Con
vention of the Twin State Convention for the election of delegates.

The Cache Stake quarterly conven-
ence was held in the Stake where
on Sunday. A large congrega-
tion greeted the various speakers in
their annual session. President those who addressed gave President
Joseph F. Smith, Caleb W. B.
Bingham, and Joseph E. Smith. At
the morning session President Smith spoke at length upon the
importance of the priesthood. Instead of being the instrument of God, of being the
wealth, and of being the power of God, he spoke of the
principle of the priesthood.

The stake is in the hands of the
Stake President, who is the

U. A. C. WALLOPS THE COWBOYS

The University of Wyoming meets a
terrific blocking from the Utah Aggies on the last full day of the season. The
offenses were brought for the.
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